
The Festive Vegan & Plant Powered Show
SA's first online food and lifestyle show happens in November

Everything you need to know and why you should be part of this innovative event
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Live Events, organisers of the Vegan & Plant Powered Show –
together with JAG Communications and Missing Link – is 
bringing revolutionary changes to the traditional food and trade 
show exhibition format with The Festive Vegan & Plant Powered 
Show.

The Festive Vegan & Plant Powered Show (FVPPS) is set to take 
place online on Saturday, November 28, running from 11am to 
5pm. It’s a new look show for a new look consumer in a new 
look world.

We are excited to be officially launching our event pivot to the 
virtual Festive Vegan & Plant Powered Show that has been three 
months in the making.

Introduction
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According to global forecasts and statisa.com, e-
commerce will make up 22 percent (that’s nearly 
one quarter) of global retail sales by 2023. To give 
context to this growth, last year 14.1 percent of 
global retail sales were e-commerce.

Although the launch of online event is a direct result 
of a changing scenario, it’s not only because of 
Covid-19 that the show is going virtual. 

People around the world were already moving 
towards online food shows before the Coronavirus 
struck due to the broadened reach and audience 
that can be achieved.

Why online?
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• There’s no travelling to the event as it can be accessed from the comfort 
of the home thereby reaching a greater audience throughout South 
Africa and the globe. 

• This professionally integrated online event platform offers the potential 
for more interesting exchanges, and a higher ROI.

• This customised food show offers top-class 3D graphics and 
entertainment throughout the lobby, cooking theatre and beyond. Not 
only does this compel visitors to register and attend the event, but also 
entices them to stay and explore the entire space. Participate on an event 
hub where live streaming, networking, engagement, sponsor and 
exhibitor visibility come to life on a customised virtual event platform 
that includes a main stage, concurrent sessions, a virtual exhibitor 
marketplace and networking. 

Here are just some of the benefits for exhibitors and attendees:
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Here are just some of the benefits for exhibitors and attendees:

• The Festive Vegan & Plant Powered Show is a remarkable online space where 
exhibitors can meet new contacts via an online “virtual mall” where exhibitors 
have the capacity to distribute video messages, brochures, sales and 
information documents to trade, media and public. Visitors to the show will be 
able to order the products directly from the exhibitor’s online shop platform.

• Additional presence is included on our pre-show website and the downloadable 
Festive VPPS recipe book and show guide which will also include online 
vouchers.

• Fantastic opportunities for branding, sponsorship, marketing.
• More exposure for sponsors and exhibitors through online interaction with 

attendees.
• Increase engagement through live Q&A, announcements, surveys & feedback.
• The show remains in place for the festive season (December – for a month) after 

the live event ‘closes’ and this will be made available on Quicket and promoted 
accordingly.
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November 1 marks World Vegan Day – an annual event which began in 1994 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the 
Vegan Society and celebrated by vegans around the globe.

In the past few years vegan has gone mainstream, so Africa’s first large scale online vegan and plant-based expo – The Festive 
Vegan & Plant Powered Show (FVPPS) will bring the vegan, plant-based and conscious living revolution to a mainstream 
audience.

Why the Festive Vegan & Plant 
Powered Show?

Aimed at those looking to live and enjoy a healthier, more conscious 
and sustainable lifestyle with a smaller environmental footprint, the 
virtual event will feature celebrity cooks and chefs presenting live 
demos, as well as exhibitors showcasing the very latest products 
from food and drink producers and lifestyle brands in the vegan and 
plant-based industries.

FVPPS will bring much-need support for small South African food 
producers.
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• vegans 
• vegetarians 
• flexitarians 
• reducetarians
• people interested in exploring the vegan and vegetarian 

lifestyle
• those looking for healthier and more sustainable lifestyle 

choices 
• those who have compromised their health and are looking 

for solutions to change
• sports enthusiasts 
• the trade – investors, restaurateurs, food manufacturers, 

retailers and distributors

It’s a new way of 
connecting with:
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The world has now changed forever. People have become more conscious 
of their environment and their choices and we know it’s more important 
than ever for food producers and potential exhibitors to get their 
products and services in front of these audiences.

The FVPPS event line-up will include cooking demos, expert 
talks, special appearances, entertainment, interactive 
demos, The Great Big Festive Vegan Banquet as well as 
exciting and fun networking sessions. 

It promises to be a professional, one-day visual experience for online 
visitors to discover products and services in an engaging way – just like a 
great TV show that you don’t want to miss – from the comfort of their 
own home. And there will be creative ways of including visitors in the 
event to make it an engaging experience for them.
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Some of the content won’t be made available afterwards so people 
have to be there for the online experience to receive and benefit from 
many of the live moments. However, there will be some content that 
will be evergreen.

With inspiration from chefs and experts, premium product 
demonstrations, networking opportunities and even easier lead 
generation, the show is set to be a game changer for B2BC events and 
bringing our much-anticipated physical event to life in 2021.

At the FVPPS we’ve carefully adapted our in-person show 
model to deliver both you and our audience an engaging 
experience online, and at lower costs to an in-person 
event (including no building of stands and the need to 
man stands) which makes the online event easier to join.
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The programme will include fully and professionally produced pre-recorded and live content on the event day such as:

Main Stage - The Plant Kitchen: 
The cooking theatre will feature celebrity 
chefs and cooks in action as they demo the 
best and easiest ways to create exciting 
vegan and plant-based dishes. 

Expo Area: 
Show visitors will view exhibitors’ brand 
space in the “virtual mall” expo area, 
which will allow exhibitors to showcase 
their company as well as enable them to 
have one-on-one conversations with 
potential new customers at a fraction of 
the cost of a physical stand.

Interactive Masterclasses: Attendees will 
learn how to make delicious festive treats, 
bakes and shakes, conscious cocktails and 
fermented foods. Masterclass hampers will 
be delivered to participants’ homes in 
advance.

Plant Power Talks: 
Panel discussions, expert presentations 
and industry professionals will share their 
knowledge on hot topics as well as 
highlighting key issues audiences might 
face in the wake of Covid-19.

The Great Big Festive
Vegan Banquet: 
A sit-down festive menu inspired by the 
show’s celebrity chefs and enjoyed live 
online and in-studio by 30 competition 
winners.

Vegan & Meet –
Networking sessions: 
Extra special experiences for premium 
ticket holders.

1 day - six hour special
+30 demos/sessions
+100 brands

The FVPPS programme
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With thousands already registered for our physical show 
next year, we know there’s an appetite for vegan and 
plant-based inspiration. 

Our marketing campaign will begin with our already enlisted and 
dedicated audience to ensure they know they can get the same, exclusive 
and excellent content online from the comfort of their own home. 

We’ll also be investing in attracting new audiences (there are no 
geographical boundaries) as we know that the show is even easier to 
consume from anywhere. 

Our targeted approach means that you’ll only see an active audience with 
budgets to spend.
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About the organisers

Live Events, headed up by Heidi Warricker, 
takes a hands-on approach to creating 
high-value, sustainable, special interest 
events. The large-scale consumer events 
company has executed 40 market-leading 
B2B & B2C events spanning some 20 years 
with directors working on events such as 
The Good Food & Wine Show, The 
Johannesburg National Boat Show and the 
African continent’s first Fertility Show.

www.liveevents.africa

JAG Communications is a boutique PR 
agency whose directors have a proven 
track record and an excellent reputation, 
both having worked in the industry for 
more than 30 years. It is headed up by 
Grant Bushby and Janine Greenleaf Walker, 
both trained journalists, whose close 
relationship with influential and key media, 
as well as their extensive database across 
broadcast, print, online and social media, 
make the company stand out from its 
competitors. It will be doing all the PR for 
the show and its exhibitors.

www.jagcomms.org

It’s not about your visuals. It’s not even 
about you. It’s about how the audience 
feels when they leave the room. Missing 
Link has been Provoking audiences to take 
action since 1997. We split our solutions 
into just three sections. 
1. The Academy: Take your presentation 
skills to the next level using our courses 
and facilitation. 
2. CloudCrew: The annihilation of webinar 
fatigue! We're your own digital backstage 
crew ready to supercharge your next online 
event.
3. Presentation Development: We'll take 
your visual narrative from snore-fest to big 
impact.

www.msnglnk.com

https://www.liveevents.africa/
https://www.jagcomms.org/
https://msnglnk.com/
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Online events enable us to do business in the short term but are also 
going to become the norm in the future. We believe the power of the 
digital world will complement face-to-face events. While an online event 
may be new to you, with the right preparation, we can help you get 
better ROI than ever before!

SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES

veganandplantpoweredshow.com
Facebook: @PlantPowerZA
Twitter: @PlantPowerZA
Instagram: @plantpowerza
LinkedIn: @plantpowerza

To discuss one of these opportunities or a bespoke package, contact the 
team: 

Wendy wendy@liveevents.africa
Melanie melanie@liveevents.africa

Office 087 700 6521

In conclusion

mailto:wendy@liveevents.africa
mailto:melanie@liveevents.africa

